
Extra details wash for Initial/Deep clean 
to be used with Maintenance Clean Checklist  

Kitchen Room 

Details wash light fixtures 

Wash above the top of cabinets 

Soak and decrease the filter 

Clean above top of the fridge 

Clean inside fridge 

Clean inside oven  

Wash interior windows  

Windowsills and tracks cleaned. 

Move fridge and stove away to clean behind and underneath 

Baseboards, vents cleaned 

Room sparkle than before Handy Fairies 

 

Bedrooms 

Detail wash light fixtures 

Detail clean ceiling fan 

Wash interior windows  

Window/sills and tracks cleaned 

Baseboards, vents dusted and cleaned 

Move furniture to clean behind and under 

Room generally sparkle than before Handy Fairies 

 

Hallways, stairs and passage ways 

Clean front glass door 

Detail wash light fixtures 

Clean door tracks 

Move furniture to clean behind and under 

Room generally sparkle than before Handy Fairies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Other Rooms 

Clean above top of high furniture 

Clean light fixtures 

Clean ceiling fans  

Upholstered furniture vacuumed – flip all the cushions up 

Wash interior windows  

Windowsills and track cleaned 

Baseboards, vents dusted and cleaned 

Move furniture away the wall to clean behind and under 

Room sparkle, neat and tidy than before Handy Fairies  

 

Bathrooms checklist 

Cleaned lights fixtures 

Cleaned and top furniture, shelf, frames and accessories 

Tub/shower/toilet scrubbed, using handheld steamer for build up grimes 

Wash interior windows  

Windowsills and track cleaned (blinds dusted upon request) 

Move furniture to clean behind if needed 

Room sparkle, neat and tidy than before Handy Fairies 

 

Specialized services – requested as need. (not included in deep clean) 

Wash exterior windows -  

Wash window screens 

Carpet cleaning 

Floor (strip/scrub/wax) 

Apply wood polish or oil to wood work 

Grout scrubing 

  

1. For clean procedure we will follow the Maintenance 

Clean checklist first.  

2. This checklist is extra details clean which will take 

extra 2 or more hour for each room. 

3. Due to variable different level of dirt, customer may 

need to choose what is the Most Important Items that 

customer prefers to address first. 

4. Normal initial clean average takes anywhere from 4 to 

10 or more hours  

5. Customer must move the furniture, appliances in 

advance before cleaners’ arrival. 

Deep Initial Clean 
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